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Welcome to the world of Auromon (Ar-roo-mon)!

Auromon are creatures that inhabit this world that resemble that of normal creatures in Dungeons and Dragons but hold a magic

secret to them. Once they are defeated in battle or if they are willing to, they have a chance to drop their Auro (which is their very

magical essence) as a card. This magical essence can be called forth for a variety of reasons. The creatures once summoned are

sentient creatures and will remember their times by your side. Those that possess cards of Auromon are referred to as

Auromancers.

Auromancers are those that wield their own deck full of cards that they’ve acquired from their travels to use to help them achieve

their goals out in this world. This goals can be fighting other Auromancers, fighting Wild Auromon and even summoning them

outside of battle. Their deck of cards grow and change in size as they become more well versed in the art of Auromancy.

This is quite different from the usual game of D&D because instead of you rolling to attack a monster you will instead choose from

a selection of a few card options you’ve added into your deck to do the fighting. While you use creatures to fight for you the risk of

character deaths are still very possible.

This Module will continue to be updated as the world of D&D releases more creaturse but for now it only contains the monsters in

the players handbook. Future updates will include the addition of other modules creatures (Volvo's etc).

This idea was brought to you by the Podcast DM Told Me To. Along with the help from the memebers of the DM Told Me To

Discord for their creative inputs and play testing. Special thanks to Dijas, GokuKing922, and bundleofstix for all their behind the

scenes work in creating this manual.

Hopefully you enjoy collecting and battling with your friends, 

Ryan Nolan Host of DM Told Me To
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We ask that you choose humans as your race for this due to

the fact that the other races have magical ties to the Auro.

Your class for this game mode must be an Auromancer.



Hit Dice: 1d8 per Auromancer level

Hit Points at 1st Level: 8 + your Constitution Modifer

Background: A choice of an Enhanced Background

Hit Points at Higher Levels: 1d8 + your Constitution

modifer


Saving Throws: Intelligence

Skills: Arcana and choose two from skills


You start with the following equipment, in addition to the

equipment granted by your Enhanced Background:

Auromancer License

A dungeons, explorerers or scholar's Pack

A starting Auro Disc

A starter Auro Deck

Auromon Card Binder

A deck of 10 starter cards given by your class


Only licensed Auromancers are permitted to cast cards and

get full use out of their cads. This license indentifies you as

having such power to be able to harness the Auro and

summon creatures to aid you. This allow you to have access

to guild halls across the world and to purchase card packs at

their facilities. Failing to take care of your Auromon can

result in a guild leader to revoke your license for not

respecting The Auro and the power it provides.


An Auromancer begins with a starting astral colored disc that

contains a wrist strap to attach to either arm. This Disc at

base level has no additional properties but others can be

found out in the world that contain special properties to aid

you in combat. In combat after two of your Auromon have

been knocked out your disc will stop powering and you have

lost the fight. A disc needs a long rest to recharge all of its

depleted Auro.


A spectral binder with card sheets in a 3x3 card fashion to

hold your cards when they are not in your deck. It starts with

5 pages that are double sided slots to hold 90 cards and

additional sheets can be purchased at card shops for 10 Gold

a sheet

Auromancer

Level
Proficiency

Bonus Features

Set
Deck
Size

Spell Card
Maximum

1st +2 External Summons &
Class Path Discovery 10 2

2nd +2 Class Path
Awakening 10 2

3rd +2 Key Card 10 2

4th +2 Enhancement 10 2

5th +3 Additional Slots 12 3

6th +3 Class Path
Awakening 12 3

7th +3 Seal Breaker 12 3

8th +3 Enhancement 12 3

9th +4 Additional Slots 16 4

10th +4 Class Path
Awakening 16 4

11th +4 Call of the Auro 16 4

12th +4 Enhancement 16 4

13th +5 Additional Slots 20 5

14th +5 Class Path
Awakening 20 5

15th +5 Deeper Knowledge 20 5

16th +5 Enhancement 20 5

17th +6 Additional Slots 30 6

18th +6 Class Path
Awakening 30 6

19th +6 Enhancement 30 6

20th +6 Master of the Auro 30 6


An Auromancer starts with a deck composing of 10 cards.

Each Class Path will be given a premade deck to start with

upon choosing said class. As an Auromancer grows their Set

Deck Size as well as Spell Card Maximum will also increase

allowing more cards to be added in.
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These backgrounds are devised to help give the player

characters a sense of their characters before the story begins.

The Deck Bonus gives the specific class a +2 to all attack

rolls of cards of that creature type, rarity or ability. All of the

backgrounds keep the same languages and starting

equipment as they normally would. Many of the backgrounds

are the same from DND 5e where some are different.

Gladiator Duelist is the same as Entertainer (Gladiator), Hero

of legend is the same as Folk Hero, Nurse is the same as

Hermit and Student is Noble from the original DND 5e

backgrounds

Enhanced Backgrounds

Background
Name Skill Proficiency Bonus Deck Bonus

Acolyte Insight, Religion Celestial

Charlatan Deception, Sleight of
Hand Fiend

Criminal Deception, Stealth Undead

Entertainer Acrobatics,
Performance Humanoid

Gladiator
Duelist Athletics, Performance Giant

Guild Artisan Insight, Persuasion Construct

Hero of Legend Animal Handling,
Survival Dragon

Nurse Medicine, Religion Fey

Outlander Athletics, Survival Beast

Pack Collector Slight of Hand,
Persuasion Rares

Pirate Athletics, Perception Water
Breathing

Student History, Persuasion Plant

Spy Deception, Stealth Ooze

Sage Nature, History Elemental

Sailor Athletics, Perception Amphibious

Soldier Athletics, Intimidation Aberration


Tool Proficiencies: One Type of Gaming Set, Forgery Kit

Deck Bonus: Rare cards in your deck get a +2 to their

damage rolls

Equipment: A Forgery Kit, a coupon book, a pack of your

choice, a blank travel journal and a belt pouch containing

10 gold

Features: Every time you buy a pack you will get a stamp

in your coupon book. After 5 stamps you get a pack for

25% off your next pack purchase.


You have learned the power to be able to summon any

creatures from your deck to aid you outside of battle for one

hour until they return to your deck. They can not be

summoned again outside of battle until after a long rest.


When you choose to play as an Auromancer you must choose

which of the three Class Paths you'd like to play. With being

able to control portions of the Auro, you have a specific niche

for the types of spells you prefer to cast. Each Class Path can

be looked at as a different play style when it comes to casting

spells and acquiring certain Auromon. With your Class Path

Discovery any spell that can only target you can target yours

or your teammates Auromon instead.


At levels 2, 6, 10, 14, and 18 you will have awakened a new

skill in your chosen class path that sets you apart from the

others. This skill helps to further enhance your type of play

and may strengthen certain deck builds as well


Going down the Class Path of Power allows you to dominate

over your foes through the use of pure damage to be able to

knock out their Auromon faster than any other class. This

play style is good for players that like to hit things very hard

and quite successfully. Choosing this pathway allows you to

add your proficiency bonus to hit on Power spells while also

allowing you to use Celestial spells normally with no buff

applied. Due to being so power focused there is no time to

learn Mystic spells and you subtract your proficiency

involving the use of Mystic spells.

This Classes Path Awakenings are:

Taste of Power

Language of Power

Eyes of Exposure

Critical Strike

Pure Power


D10 Cards

1 Badger

2 Giant Fire Beetle

3 Crawling Claw

4 Vulture

5 Giant Crab

6 Mastiff

7 Mule

8 Troglodyte

9 Chill Touch

10 True Strike
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At level 2 you have been able to get the slightest taste from

the Auro on what it means to posses Power. Your Auromon

recognize your ability as an Auromancer of Power and as

such are pushing themselves beyond their normal limits for

you. Your Auromon of strength score 13 and higher get a +1

to hit on each of their attacks


At level 6 with you being a young Auromancer on the Power

Path the Auro has bestowed you with speakings of the

Ancients of Power. You may with speaking a battle chant once

per short rest cause your Auromon to roll 2 additional

damage die on one of their successful hits on a target.


At level 10 you unlock the ability to channel the Auro into

your eyes giving them a red aura exposing your enemies

strengths. You may once per short rest spend your action

while you have an Auromon out to expose the Auromon you

are fighting. The Exposure is told from your Dungeon Master

to let you know the enemy Auromon's Damage Immunities,

Damage Resistances and Condition Immunities. This allows

you to harness their strengths to help you and your team be

able to damage the enemy for sure


At level 14 you can feel the power of the Auro course through

your veins when you cast a Power Spell. This power is

something that mere Auromancers could only dream of as

you have almost mastered the art of Pure Power. Once per

day you may treat a Power Spell Card's damage as if it was a

critical.


At level 18 you have mastered and have unlocked Pure Power

within the Auro. You can once per long rest have you and

your Auromon glow a red aura. You feel this red glow as you

having truly unlocked not only your potential but that of your

Auromon as well. Once per long rest you may bestow your

summoned Auromon with the ability to have advantage on all

of its attacks for the current fight.


Going down the Class Path of Celestial allows you to keep

your creatures alive longer than any other class through the

use of healing defensive enhancing spells. This class path is

for players looking to be supportive to Auromon of theirs and

teammates. Choosing this allows you to add your proficiency

bonus to the healing your spells heal for. While working in

the art of healing and self protection you also can cast Mystic

spells with no proficiency addition or penalty. Due to focusing

on controlling aspects through support you have neglected

your time to focus on true damage dealing spells and thus

subtract your proficiency to your Power spells.

This Classes Path Awakenings are:

The Strength of Good Deeds

Blessings of the Immortal

Spectral Armor

Healing Purge

Thine Holy is Thine Weapon


D10 Cards

1 Goat

2 Eagle

3 Myconid Sprout

4 Owl

5 Guard, Lawful Good

6 Noble, Lawful Good

7 Tribal Warrior, Lawful Good

8 Aarakocra

9 Blade Ward

10 Guidance


At level 2 you begin to connect to the calling of the goodness

of being a Celestial Auromancer. Any creature you command

with an alignment of Chaotic Good, Neutral Good or Lawful

Good will recieve a +1 to their attack rolls.


At level 6 you understand the power of keeping creatures

alive and how severe death is. The Auro recognize your

knowledge of this ideal and will bestow upon you the power

of Blessing of the Immortal. Once per short rest in a battle

you may spend an action to give this blessing to any Auromon

of your choice. Your creature glows a yellow aura to indicate

they have the blessing. This blessing will cause the Auromon

to not die upon reaching 0 hit points but instead will stay

alive at 1 once.


At level 10 you feel your bond with the healing arts of the

Auro cloak your body like a spectral suite of armor. It

enhances your healing spell cards with the same protective

gift. Once per long rest you can choose after rolling to heal a

target in addition of healing them increase their AC by 10% of

the number total. It may not be rounded up. A thing to

remember is Natural 20's always hit despite the AC of the

Auromon. Example 27 hp heal from a spell will in addition

increase that Auromon's AC by 2 until the battle ends.


At level 14 you have have demonstated your dedication to not

only care for your Auromon but that of your teammates a

well. The Auro rewards you with the ability of Healing Purge.

Once during your short rest you may cause your healing spell

to heal twice amount rolled. You may use this with Spectral

Armor. This effect causes you to glow a yellow aura upon

being used.
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At level 18 you have mastered the arts of healing and have

unlocked using your healing abilities against your enemies.

Once per long rest your body glows a demonic black aura

instead of a holy yellow when activating this ability. You may

cause the use of a healing (restoration) spell to instead deal

that much damage to an enemy in the form of Necrosis or

Radiant damage. This may be used in conjunction with

Healing Purge as well. If used in conjunction with Spectral

Armor it will cause the enemy to lose heath points instead of

healing in addition to their AC being reduced by 10% of the

damage taken.


Going down the Class Path of Mystic allows you to

completely control your opponents through the use of

battlefield AOE spells as well as harnessing the elements of

the Auro. This class is designed for players that like to cause

chaos on the battle field for their foes as well as taking out

large groups of enemies. By being chaotic in nature you will

be able to add your proficiency bonus to Mystic cards as well

as being able to cast Power cards with no benefit or

hindrance. Due to your study into the elements and battlefield

controlling aspects you have neglected your connection to the

way of medicine. As thus you will reduce your Celestial Cards

by your proficiency score due to using chemicals as a form of

harm.

This Classes Path Awakenings are:

Elementary my Dear Watson

Auro Spell Connection

So You Think You Can Hide

A Mystic's Brain Alteration

Chemical Genius


D10 Cards

1 Awakened Shrub

2 Scorpion

3 Homunculus

4 Spider

5 Flumph

6 Diseased Giant Rat

7 Poisonous Snake

8 Steam Mephit

9 Acid Splash

10 Minor Illusion


At Level 2 you have developed the basic arts of elemental

damage and diseases. Any creature under your command

that deals elemental damage or causes a disease with an

attack get an additional +1 to hitting with those attacks. As

well as enemies getting a -1 to saves against being hit by

elemental damage from your Auromon.


At level 6 your connection with spells from the Auro have

enhanced. When drawing a Spell for the first time on your

turn while you have an Auromon in battle you may draw an

additional card. In addition to this your Spell Card Maximum

count is increased by two permanently.


At level 10 you feel the connection with the Auro floating in

all things and are able to figure out how to use that to your

advantage. Once per long rest you may impose disadvantage

on a spell save you casted on a single target. Also once per

long rest you may double the radius when casting an Area of

Effect Mystic Spell


At level 14 you have been able to train your mind as an

Auromancer to allow you to focus on more then one aspect of

casting spells. Your body after concentrating on its first spell

will also allow you to cast a second concentration spell and

be able to concentrate on that as well. When your body does

this it will glow a light blue color. You will then have to make

two concentration checks if you the Auromancer take damage

like you do if concentrating on one spell.


At level 18 you have mastered the arts of using the elements

within the Auro and as such have figured out how to change

their chemical composition. Once per long rest after you or

your Auromon casts a Mystic spell that deals elemental

damage you may change the typing of that damage. An

example would be having the spell Cloudkill be made of pure

fire and deal 5d8 fire instead of poison damage. (Elements of

spells are: Acid, Cold, Fire, Force, Lightning, Necrotic,

Poison, Psychic, Radiant, and Thunder)
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This is the increase of the Set Deck Size and Spell Card

maximum. These increases allow you to use more cards in

your deck to form new synergies and combos amongst your

creatures and spells.


Every four levels your Auromancer will be able to take an

ability score improvement, gain a feat or bestow a feat to one

of their Auromon cards who already does not have an

Enhancement bestowed.


Having opened the seals on a few card packs and releasing

the divine energy inside you've gained the power of a Seal

Breaker. A Seal Breaker gets to re roll one die roll in either

the Common, uncommom or spell selection when opening a

card pack. This can be made after seeing the cards from the

pack. By gaining this power it allows you to more readily be

able to get a card that will work better for your collection.


As you've grown bonds with your Auromon that you have

been collecting you feel in yourself a connection to a very

specific type of Auro that you prefer. Choose a Creature Type

and all your Auromon casted by you get a +2 to hit if they are

of the chosen Creature Type: (Aberration, Beast, Celestial,

Construct, Dragon, Elemental, Fey, Fiend, Giant, Humanoid,

Monstrosity, Ooze, Plant, Undead)


Your almost to mastering what it takes to command the Auro

to its full potetntial. With this upgrade your disc will now

continue to power until you lose 3 Auromon in a single fight.

You are now considered an Elite Auromancer.


With this skill you have mastered the art of commanding the

Auro. Your Mythical single creature attack cards can now be

summoned as their creature forms to fight with during

combat. They may also be your Key Card.


You have grown quite attached to your cards. While at a guild

hall (or safe place to long rest with an Elite Auromancer) you

may choose an Auromon to represent your deck. When that

card is played outside of a fight it doesn't have a one hour

summon time and instead can stay out for as long as you'd

like. They can be switched for other monsters as an action

outside of battle. If they get knocked out in battle and sent to

the graveyard they may still be summoned outside of battle

afterwards. The only time they can not is when your disc is

recharging after having lost a battle or if they enter a zone

known as Purgatory.


The Bond between an Auromancer and the Auro is

paramount to being able to draw its power to use for your

needs. As you use your Auromon for needs to cause others

harm the Auro will limit your spell summoning ability

especially through your Key Card. Depending on your bond

with your Auromon will determine its level towards you.

Some evolutions may revert or change their Bond towards

you at first due to having gained such great power. This Bond

is ultimately determined by your DM. Examples to gain levels

in bonding is: winning a tough fight, seeking out food and

snacks together, spending time together outside of fighting.

Examples of lowering your Bond to the Auro include: earning

a card in your binder through an unconventional way,

mistreating or abusing your Key Card summons, doing harm

to Auromon in general.

Level Emotion Effect

-3 Hatred

Hatred filled Auromon will not want to
follow your commands and instead will

act on their own instinct which may very
well involve harming you the summoner.
The Auromancer must roll a 15 or higher
on a d20 every time they command an

action to their Key Card Auromon
otherwise it fails.

-2 Despise

Despise filled Auromon do not care of
your wants and needs and will sometimes

go off on their own instincts. The
Auromancer must roll a 10 or higher on a
d20 every time they command an action
to their Key Card Auromon otherwise it

fails command of them.

-1 Loss of
Trust

Lose of Trust start to show in your
Auromon. They now have a -1 to any

saving throw they make.

0 Neutral to
Alignment

Auromon act like their Alignments but
are neutral and will not act against the
players wishes. Outside of battle it will
act as it would in the wild but will still

follow commands.

1 Content

A content Auromon enjoys traveling with
you and sees how your bond with the

Auro has been for good. They gain a +1
to any saving throw they make.

2 Joy

A joy filled Auromon reconizes your
connection with the Auro growing and

loves to see your bond grow. When
summoned they increase their maximum

Hit Points by 2 times their level until
they leave the Key Card Slot.

3 Best
Friend

Your Bond with the Auro has reached its
highest threshold for your connection
with it and through your valeant deeds

your Auromon now feel like they can rely
on your commands through any struggle
that comes your way. They keep the HP

maximum increase from the Joy level and
now do not need any discard when you

send them to Purgatory for they
understand you are doing it for the

common good.
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With the world of Auromon being vast and filled with a

multitude of creatures known as Auromon, as an

Auromancer you are able to harness those Auromon to aid

you in your tasks. There's many ways to acquire Auromon.


One of the best ways to get Auromon cards is from

purchasing packs from around the world. Depending on your

tier of play will determine what packs you get access to.

Certain Packs will be offered from the following tiers:

First Tier (player levels 1–4)

Second Tier (player levels 5–10)

Third Tier (player levels 11–16)

Fourth Tier (player levels 17–20)

Each Tier will have its own set of card packs that the players

will unlock as they reach the next tiers. These packs are

combinations of Auromon creatures and spells. For example

a Second Tier player will be able to access First and Second

Tier card packs. This allows players to try new and stronger

creatures and spells to summon while in addition allowing

them to strengthen their older cards through fusions. Each

card pack for the Auromancer to open and break the seal of

contains usually 10 cards in it consisting of:

5 Common Rarity Cards

3 Uncommon Rarity Cards

1 Spell Card

1 Rare/Epic/Legendary Card

The rarity of the last card in a pack varies by card pack. Card

Packs can be found in the Card Pack section of this module

which shows the tables players may roll from to see which

cards they open from a pack on page X.


As you explore in this world of Auromon you will come across

wild Auromon that may attack you . Wild Auromon have a

chance to drop themselves as cards upon being defeated.

When a wild Auromon gets defeated have each player who

helped to defeat it roll a d100 to see if they get any cards from

it. Depending on the chances to drop is dependent on that

creatures CR. Evolved creatures only drop as there basic

forms. Spell cards drops are random ones the Auromon

could of cast chosen by DM.

Aurmon
CR

Auromon Creature Drop
Chance

Spell Card Drop
Chance

0-4 60+ 75+

5-10 70+ 85+

11-16 80+ 90+

17-20 90+ 95+


With exploring dungeons some boss Auromon are sentient

and may instead of attacking you like other wild Aurmon

would they may themselves be Auromancers and possess

decks of their own. From defeating them in a duel players can

still roll to see if they give them any cards just like they would

for a wild Auromon based on the enemies CR.

This is entirely up to playgroups if they would like to do antes.

For friendly duels or tournaments players can do antes as

form of an extra reward on top of other rewards. Antes

consist of each player rolling for a random card from their

deck to be given to the winner before a battle commences. It

can help players build their decks more or possibly lose their

key cards to making their deck function.

DM's can also arrange tournaments where players could face

other Duelists to win exclusive Auromon cards or spells.

Other ideas can include DM's introducing alternative art

Auromon cards or if they want to include Homebrew

creatures into the game as well.


As your collecting your multitude of cards in your binder you

may want to sell some for money that you may not have any

need for. Around the world there are places to buy and sell

single cards. Due to Single Cards being specific they cost

more to buy then if you were to sell them. The rarity

breakdown for selling is as follows

Card Types Gold

10 Commons 1GP

6 Uncommons 1GP

1 Spell 1 GP

1 Rare 1 GP

1 Epic 10 GP

1 Legendary 50 GP

1 Mythical 200 GP

The rarity breakdown of buying singles is as follows:

Card Types Gold

1 Common 1GP

1 Uncommon 5GP

1 Spell 15 GP

1 Rare 20 GP

1 Epic 30 GP

1 Legendary 500 GP

1 Mythical 1000 GP
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Combining cards is an essential skill that all Auromancers

have the power to do. By going to a fusion sigil they are able

to combine duplicates of cards they have discovered in their

travels to enhance their abilities. As cards gain levels some

can evolve into stronger versions of themselves. These can be

seen in the Creature Almanac on Page X in the module.

To fuse you need to take your base card and combine it with

duplicates / pre-evolutions of the card in order to have it raise

a level. Once you've fused your Auromon up to levels 4 and 7

some have evolutionary lines and will evolve into stronger

versions of themselves. When your Auromon evolves you will

use its new stat block for statistics. Players can not control a

card whose level is more than 1 higher than their current

level. Example a level 3 player can not have a level 5 card in

their deck.

Example: Take two Level 1 Crab cards and bring it to a fusion

sigil. They both will combine together and a new level 2 Crab

card is made. In order to make a level 3 crab you need to take

that level 2 Crab card and combine it with 2 more level 1 or 2

crab cards. By combing a total of 3 cards you make a level 3

and so on.

The same is for spells. When you combine the same spell to

become a higher level if the spell says it increases its effects

at a higher level then when it reaches that said level it now

counts as being casted at that level. The same is true for

casting a spell at a higher spell slot. You can cast your spells

at those spell slots based on its level but not higher.

Example: If you take your level 4 cantrip firebolt and combine

it with 4 other level X (of any level) other firebolt cards you

now have a single level 5 firebolt card. It now reads instead of

1d10 damage it deals 2d10 because of the spell reaching a

higher level. If it needed spell slots you could cast it "using a

5th level spell slot" due to it being level 5. Spells do not evolve

but rather get stronger as they would if they reach that level

in their descriptions.

Auromon Fusions

Level
Additional cards needed to level

up
Evolution at level

up

1 +1 No

2 +2 No

3 +3 No

4 +4 Yes

5 +5 No

6 +6 No

7 +7 Yes

8 +8 No

9 +0 No


Helping to make the world a better place is what

Auromancers are known to do. Many people in the world

need help with tasks that they need your help with. Some can

offer money or even cards as rewards for helping them.

Rarely some Auromon may need help with doing something

and may ask you for help and can even give themselves or a

card of themselves as a reward for a thank you. Some

Examples could include helping a guard watch over his post

at night so he can spend time with his new born son and as a

thank you he gives you a guard card. With the Guard being

Sentient that card can summon an astral version of the guard

card that looks like him but a different entity all together.

Another example is helping an owl bear get a precious fruit

from up in a tree that a bird stole. As a reward the owl bear

can produce a card of itself from its own Auro to you as a

thank you. You could also get spells depending on what the

quest is but is up to DM interpretation.
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Throughout your time playing Auromon you will not only be

able to collect cards and bond with the Auromon you

summon but will also be able to use them to fight even some

of the most toughest of foes. This segment in the module will

break down the details of fighting in battles against wild foes

and other duelists.


Some key words to know before getting started in a battle are

explained down below

Deck - This is your pre-built collection of cards that can be

changed at any long rest from your binder of cards you

bring with you

Drawing -This is done by rolling on your deck of cards to

see what card you draw. Usually when a battle starts you

will roll 2-3 rolls to see what cards you've drawn. If you

are in person and your DM allows, you can make your

own cards in a deck and just draw them. If you have

already rolled that number such as getting 2-3-3 you will

instead just draw the next card in the order.

Mulligan - This is done when a player does not

successfully draw a creature at the start of combat and

thus must discard there hand to the graveyard. This gives

the enemy Auromon/s advantage on there next attack. You

will draw 3 cards immediately looking for an Auromon to

summon. If no Auromon then you will continue to

mulligan until you find one. If this is done multiple times

the enemy gets multiple rounds of advantage.

Graveyard- If an Auroman gets sent to the graveyard it

can only be put back into your deck during that fight with

an effect. Otherwise after the fight it get's put back into

your deck to be used again in the future.

Purgatory- This is a strange place where Auromons put

here can not be called out of ever in a fight. If an Auromon

gets sent here it can not be used in another fight or

External Summons until you take a long rest. After a fight

you must replace the missing card from your deck with

one from your collection that doesn't go over your

maximums alloted for your level.

Release - This is when you may send an Auromon you

have out to Purgatory along with a number of cards from

your hand to the graveyard through discarding them to

summon another monster in its place from your hand. The

amount you discard is based on the rarity of the Auromon

you are sending to Purgatory. The Auromon you summon

may not be a card you discarded. This does not count as

an Auromon being knocked out.

Release Table

Card Type Number of Cards to discard to Graveyard

Common 3

Uncommon 4

Rare 5

Epic 6

Legendary 7

Mythical 8


In order for a battle to start either a player must have their

Auromon attack a wild Auromon, get attacked by a wild

Auromon or participate in a duel against another

Auromancer. Once that happens everyone rolls initiative and

the battle begins.

As the battle begins if players don't have an Auromon out

their first objective is to summon one. All players will start

the battle with drawing three cards from their decks. If they

have a monster out before the battle begins they will instead

draw 2 cards. Bosses start with a copy of themselves in their

hand. If they draw three cards and do not successfully draw

an Auromon to be casted they must mulligan and repeat until

they have a playable Auromon.


After Everyone has an Auromon on the field who ever rolled

first for initiative may choose to use their action to command

their Auromon to do an action on that creatures stat block,

cast a spell from their hand or command it to do another

action the Auromon could do. If they are casting a spell from

their hand they may choose to cast it from their summoned

Auromon instead. If they have to touch someone their

Auromon may do it instead for them and cast the spell.

At the start of everyones turn after everyone has control of 1

Auromon they may draw a card except for the player who

rolled the highest initiative. On their first turn since they get

to act first they are not allowed to draw a card. On their

second turn and so on they may. Whoever is last in initiative

order may draw two cards on their very first turn.

If an Auromon gets knocked out it's controller must summon

an Auromon immediately upon its death no matter whose

turn it is from their hand. If they do not have one in their hand

they must mulligan until they do.


The battle ends for an Auromancer when a players Auro Disc

runs out of Auro through losing two Auromon in battle.

Bosses can break the only losing two Auromon rule under

DM discretion. To lose an Auromon it must run out of health

and be knocked out in battle.
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Casting spells are channeling the Auro in its purest form. By

doing this the Auromancer is able to fight alongside their

Auromon and can even channel their spells through their

Auromon as long as its within their Class Path.


With harnessing the strength of the Auro through being able

to summon the mightiest of creatures and the most powerful

damaging spells you can dominate the battlefield into your

favor. Your spellcasting ability you will use is your Strength

modifier. This is done through the Auro recognizing your

strength no matter if its internal or an external one.

The spells are organized by their spell levels as they would

be in Dungeons and Dragons but when first acquired start at

spell level 1 and need to be fused to go up in spell level. If a

spell or cantrip improves with you casting it at a higher level

instead of player level it is the spells own level instead. If

casted on an Auromon their weapon attacks are their melee

or ranged attacks when appropriate.



You will use your Strength modifier whenever a spell refers to

your spell casting ability. In addition you use your Strength

modifier when setting the saving throw for DC for a Power

spell you cast and when making an attack roll with one.

Spell save DC = 8 + your proficiency bonus + your

Strength Modifier

Spell Attack Modifier = your proficiency bonus + your

Strength Modifier

Cantrips (0 Level)

Chill Touch
Eldritch Blast
Fire Bolt
Mending
Prestidigitation
Produce Flame
True Strike

1st Level

Burning Hands
Compelled Duel
Detect Evil and Good
Detect Magic
Dissonant Whispers
Divine Favor
Ensnaring Strike
Feather Fall
Guiding Bolt
Hail of Thorns
Hellish Rebuke
Hunter's Mark
Identify
Inflict Wounds
Shield
Tenset's Floating Disc
Thunderous Smite
Witch Bolt

2nd Level

Beast Sense
Blur
Branding Smite
Darkness
Enlarge / Reduce
Find Traps
Flame Blade
Heat Metal
Hold Person
Levitate
Magic Weapon
Mirror Image
Pass Without Trace
Protection from Poison
Ray of Enfeeblement
Scorching Ray
See Invisibility
Zone of Truth

3rd Level

Blink
Conjure Barrage
Create Food and Water
Crusader's Mantle
Dispel Magic
Fire Ball
Gaseous Form
Haste
Lightning Arrow
Nondetection
Sending
Tongues
Water Breathing
Water Walk

4th Level

Aura of Purity
Blight
Dimension Door
Fabricate
Fire Shield
Greater Invisibility
Leomund's Secret Chest
Locate Creature
Phantasmal Killer
Staggering Smite
Stone Skin

5th Level

Spell A
Spell B
Spell C

6th Level

Spell A
Spell B
Spell C

7th Level

Spell A
Spell B
Spell C

8th Level

Spell A
Spell B
Spell C

9th Level

Spell A
Spell B
Spell C
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With harnessing the Wisdom of the Auro through being able

heal and keep your Auromon alive in battle you are able to

cast some of the most supportive spells in the game. Your

spellcasting ability you will use is your Wisdom modifier. This

is done through the Auro recognizing your Wisdom to be able

to know the best way to support your friends through the

toughest of battles.

The spells are organized by their spell levels as they would

be in Dungeons and Dragons but when first acquired start at

spell level 1 and need to be fused to go up in spell level. If a

spell or cantrip improves with you casting it at a higher level

instead of player level it is the spells own level instead. If

casted on an Auromon their weapon attacks are their melee

or ranged attacks when appropriate.



You will use your Wisdom modifier whenever a spell refers to

your spell casting ability. In addition you use your Wisdom

modifier when setting the saving throw for DC for a Celestial

spell you cast and when making an attack roll with one.

Spell save DC = 8 + your proficiency bonus + your

Wisdom Modifier

Spell Attack Modifier = your proficiency bonus + your

Wisdom Modifier

Cantrips (0 Level)

Blade Ward
Druidcraft
Guidance
Light
Message
Ray of Frost
Resistance
Sacred Flame
Spare the Dying
Thaumaturgy
Thorn Whip

1st Level

Armor of Agathys
Bless
Command
Comprehend Language
Cure Wounds
Expeditious Retreat
False Life
Good Berry
Healing Word
Heroism
Illusory Script
Longstrider
Mage Armor
Magic Missle
Protection from Evil & Good
Purify Food and Drink
Sanctuary
Searing Smite
Shield of Faith
Speak with Animals
Unseen Servant

2nd Level

Aid
Animal Messenger
Arcane Lock
Barkskin
Calm Emotions
Dark vision
Enhance
Gentle Repose
Knock
Lesser Restoration
Locate Animals or Plants
Misty Step
Moonbeam
Prayer of Healing
Rope Trick
Silence
Spider Climb
Spiritual Weapon
Warding Bond

3rd Level

Aura of Vitality
Beacon of Hope
Blinding Smite
Clairvoyance
Daylight
Feign Death
Leomund's Tiny Hut
Magic Circle
Mass Healing Word
Meld into Stone
Plant Growth
Remove Curse
Revivify
Speak with Dead
Speak with Plants
Spirit Guardians
Vampiric Touch

4th Level

Aura of Life
Banishment
Control Water
Death Ward
Divination
Dominate Beast
Freedom of Movement
Guardian of Faith
Mordenkainen's Private

Sanctum
Polymorph

5th Level

Spell A
Spell B
Spell C

6th Level

Spell A
Spell B
Spell C

7th Level

Spell A
Spell B
Spell C

8th Level

Spell A
Spell B
Spell C

9th Level

Spell A
Spell B
Spell C
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With harnessing the Intelligence of the Auro by being able

cause chaos through affecting multiple enemies with your

spells and causing dismay to your enemies you help to make

weaklings out of your foes. Your spellcasting ability you will

use is your Intelligence modifier. This is done through the

Auro recognizing your Intelligence and knowledge of the

elements within the Auro.

The spells are organized by their spell levels as they would

be in Dungeons and Dragons but when first acquired start at

spell level 1 and need to be fused to go up in spell level. If a

spell or cantrip improves with you casting it at a higher level

instead of player level it is the spells own level instead. If

casted on an Auromon their weapon attacks are their melee

or ranged attacks when appropriate.




You will use your Intelligence modifier whenever a spell

refers to your spell casting ability. In addition you use your

Intelligence modifier when setting the saving throw for DC

for a Mystic spell you cast and when making an attack roll

with one.

Spell save DC = 8 + your proficiency bonus + your

Intelligence Modifier

Spell Attack Modifier = your proficiency bonus + your

Intelligence Modifier

Cantrips (0 Level)

Acid Splash
Dancing Lights
Friends
Poison Spray
Mage Hand
Minor Illusion
Shocking Grasp
Viscous Mockery

1st Level

Arms of Hadar
Bane
Charm Person
Chromatic Orb
Color Spray
Create or Destroy Water
Detect Poison and Disease
Disguise Self
Entangle
Faerie Fire
Fog Cloud
Grease
Hex
Jump
Ray of Sickness
Silent Image
Sleep
Tasha's Hideous Laughter
Thunderwave
Wrathful Smite

2nd Level

Alter Self
Augury
Blindness / Deafness
Cloud of Daggers
Continual Flame
Cordon of Arrows
Crown of Madness
Detect Thoughts
Enthrall
Flaming Sphere
Gust of Wind
Invisibility
Locate Object
Magic Mouth
Melf's Acid Arrow
Nystul’s Magic Aura
Phantasmal Force
Shatter
Spike Growth
Suggestion
Web

3rd Level

Bestow Curse
Call Lightning
Counter Spell
Elemental Weapon
Fear
Fly
Glyph of Warding
Hunger of Hadar
Hypnotic Pattern
Lightning Bolt
Major Image
Protection from Energy
Sleet Storm
Slow
Stinking Cloud
Wind Wall

4th Level

Arcane Eye
Compulsion
Confusion
Evard's Black Tentacles
Grasping Vines
Hallucinatory Terrain
Ice Storm
Otiluke's Resilient Sphere
Stone Shape
Wall of Fire

5th Level

Spell A
Spell B
Spell C

6th Level

Spell A
Spell B
Spell C

7th Level

Spell A
Spell B
Spell C

8th Level

Spell A
Spell B
Spell C

9th Level

Spell A
Spell B
Spell C
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The rarity of Auromon in this world correspond to the level of

play you are as characters. Once you reach the next tier of

play you can gain access to obtain those next set of Auromon

from the next card packs
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The card packs in this world are the best source for Auromon

collecting. As you open a pack of cards it is known as

breaking the seal and releasing the contents inside floating in

front of the player who opened them.
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This is the Auromon Almanac filled with all of the cards of

Auromon that inhabit this world along with their evolutions.

Any Auromon who has two evolutions will have its original

form stat blocks in this book. Otherwise the original forms of

the Auromon will be in the Monster Manual. Auromon in the

Almanac will be organized based on the chapter of the book

of their original stat Challenge Rating (CR). For example if an

Auromon originally started as CR 0 and fused it to its first

evolution even though the evolution is higher than CR 0 it will

be in Auromon Almanac Chapter CR 0 due to its original

form being 0.

Due to some creatures in the Monster Manual having some

constraints they have been removed from this game module

to help simplify game mechanics.
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 For Creatures starting at CR 0 they are the weakest creatures in the

game but have some potential to become some of the strongest. They

will evolve into CR 3 then Cr 7 Auromon




Thornmonger are the evolution of Awakened Shrub and are

ready to help defend their home through the use of their

thorned skin. By helping keep predators away they can care

for their seeds that will hopefully become Awakened Shrubs

and then Thornmongers themselves someday. They can use

their spiked vines to allow them to climb and swing from

trees to get the drop on unwanted Auromon in their territory.

They can even use their vines to throw themselves in the air

and then either Rake down on their foes or land on them

causing their spikes to embed in their enemies for greater

damage.

They help provide for their Auromancer the power of

protection through letting them be able to coat themselves in

a glowing light of thorns to resemble that of Thornmonger.

The Auromancer will have the Thorn Skin Ability for 24

hours if they have Thornmonger in the Key Card Spot for

atleast 24 hours.
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Medium plant, any chaotic alignment

Armor Class 14 (Natural Armor)
Hit Points 65
Speed 30 ft, climb 30 ft

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

14 (+2) 12 (+1) 13 (+1) 13 (+1) 10 (+0) 11 (+1)

Damage Vulnerabilities Fire, Slashing
Damage Resistances Bludgeoning
Senses Passive Perception 10
Languages Sylvan
Challenge 3 (700 XP)

Key Card Ability: Thorn Bestowed If your Key Card for
24 hours gives the Auromancer the Thorned Skin
Ability for the next 24 hours.

False Appearance. While Thornmonger remains
motionless it is indistinguishable from vines with
thorns

Thorned Skin When Thornmonger gets hit with a
Melee Weapon Attack the attacker will take 1d8
piercing damage every time they successfully hit a
creature with the Thorned Skin ability

ActionsActions
Multiattack. The Thornmonger makes two Rake
attacks or one Spiked Vine Attack

Rake Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit., reach 5 ft
one target. Hit: 6 (1d8+2) Piercing Damage

Spike Vine. Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit,
60/120ft., one target. Hit: Piercing Damage and the
target must make a DC 13 Con saving throw , taking
4d8 poison damage on a failed save or half as much
damage on a successful one.




A simple baboon who was unfortuently taken hostage by the

evil scientist Dr. Lazurus and was experimented on to no end.

It was able to break free along with its other baboons and

wants to avoid people at all costs. It can be violent towards

those that impede on its hunting grounds as a form of self

defense. Once you get near a Biomorphed Baboon you will

find that leaving its area is a lot more difficult then

approaching it. Having been through such crude experiments

it has been training to become very physical fit to allow it to

one day get revenge on Dr. Lazurus and make sure his

experiment are put to an end.

If you are able to befriend a Biomorphed Baboon and use it

as your key card, you find yourself getting an astral tentacle

light that glows over the top of your left arm as a thank you.

This two pronged tentacle arm can be used for the

Auromancer to climb with.
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Medium Monstrocity, Chaotic Evil

Armor Class 14
Hit Points 70
Speed 30ft., climb 30 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

16 (+3) 14(+2) 11(+0) 4 (-3) 12 (+1) 6 (-2)

Senses Passive Perception 14
Languages ---
Challenge 3 (700 XP)

Key Card Ability: Tentacle Reach If your Key Card for
24 hours It bestows its climbing speed to your
Auromancer in the form of giving your left arm two
astral tentacles to use for climbing. This gives a
climbing speed of 30ft.

Pack Tactics. Biomorphed Baboon has advantage on
an attack roll against a creature if at least one of the
Biomorphed Baboon's allies is within 5 feet of the
creature and the ally isn't incapacited.

Reactive Tentacles. Biomorphed Baboon gains an
extra reaction that can be used for oppurtunity
attacks to allow you to use Tentacle Whip twice
instead of once as an attack of opportunity.

ActionsActions
Multiattack. Biomorphed Baboon makes 2 Bite or 1
Tentacle Whip attacks a turn

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, 5ft, one
target. Hit: 1d8+3 piercing.

Tentacle Whip. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit,
10ft, one target. Hit: 2d8+3 bludgeoning.



d12 Little Treasure

1 A dead mouse holding cube of cheese

2 A dead bird with a fish in its talons

3 A small bag with a block of clay

4 A Badger wooden statue

5 A whistle made from gold-colored wood that has 1
use before breaking

6 A single use wooden key that can lock any door, but
unlock none

7 A single Sending Stone

8 A scroll containing the spell Speak with Animals

9 1 beans from the item Bag of Beans

10 Finds berries casted from the Goodberry Spell

11 A potion of healing

12 3GP

*Drawn from Iori Shibasaki on Instagram as iorishibaski



Badgerang is a badger who found a boomerang out in the

woods up in a tree one day when he was exploring. He

accidently cut his paw on a thorn out in the woods trying to

reach it and some of his blood dripped on his new

boomerang. The boomerang started to glow which scared

him so he threw it away. But it kept coming back to him so he

started to play with it not being scared anymore. He was able

to practice throwing it and noticed how it always returned to

him no matter where he was (even underground) ! Badgerang

loves to explore and even was able to find a scarf to keep his

little treasures he finds in on his morning walks.

As an Auromancer's Key Card for 24 hours Badgerang is able

to share with the Auromancer a little treasure he finds out

when exploring. No one knows where Badgerang finds these

treasures but he always seem to find something to present

proudly to his Auromancer every morning.
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Small Beast,unaligned

Armor Class 13
Hit Points 65
Speed 30ft., Burrow 15 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

12(+1) 14(+2) 14(+2) 6(-2) 12 (+1) 10(+0)

Skills Acrobatics +4
Condition Immunities prone
Senses darkvision 60ft., passive Perception 11
Languages ---
Challenge 3 (700xp)

Key Card Ability: Little Treasures If your Key Card for
24 it will bring you a little treasure from the little
treasure table down below at dawn (Roll d12).

Keen Smell. Badgerang has advantage on Wisdom
(Perception) checks that rely on smell

Magic Boomerang When Badgerang throws its
boomerang the damage is considered to be magical.
After thrown Badgerang can as a bonus action on
the next turn roll to hit an enemy on the
boomerangs way back. The boomerang will always
return to Badgerang's paws no matter how far.

ActionsActions
Multiattack. Badgerang makes 2 Bite attacks or 1
Boomerang Throw attack

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, 5ft, one
target. Hit: 1d8+3 piercing

Boomerang Throw Weapon Attack: +5, 60/120, one
target. Hit: 2d8+3 bludgeoning.
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Medium Monstrocity, Chaotic Evil

Armor Class 14
Hit Points 70
Speed 30ft., climb 30 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

16 (+3) 14(+2) 11(+0) 4 (-3) 12 (+1) 6 (-2)

Saving Throws saving_throws
Skills skills
Damage Vulnerabilities damage_vulnerabilities
Damage Resistances Resistances
Damage Immunities Damage_Immunities
Condition Immunities condition_Immunities
Senses Senses
Languages Languages
Challenge Challenge and Xp

ActionsActions
Multiattack. The Creature Name makes Number and
type of attacks

Ability Description. Attack Style: Attack Bonus to hit,
Reach/Range, one target. Hit: Damage Damage Type
damage

General Ability Description. General Attack
Description
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Many Questions may come up in your campaign. A few

common ones can be seen here.

Are players allowed to fight each other for XP?

Usually the Auromon you travel with will learn and befriend

your other party members so they will not gain XP. Ultimately

it is up to DM discretion.

How should trades be handled?

This can be a rarity for rarity or a player could buy it from a

another player or NPC depending how valuable it is to the

player who would sell it.

Does Detect Magic detect Auromon as well?

Yes It does! If a Power Class member uses Detect Magic they

can detect Auromon in the area of the spell but will not know

what they are or their school.

How does Conjure Barrage work with no weapons?

This should be of your Auromon releasing a multitude of

attacks instead of you throwing a weapon. Auromancers

rarely have weapons.

How does Counter Spell Work?

It works to stop an Auromancer or Auromon from casting a

spell but does not stop the summoning of an Auromon onto

the field
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